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CHAPTER 3  

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORE NETWORK SIMULATOR  
 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Experimental observations during depressurisation (solution gas drive), especially those 

involving heavy oil or strong gravity forces, have shown that flow can be predominantly 

discontinuous in nature — a phenomenon that is not consistent with a continuum 

interpretation and which, consequently, does not fulfil one of the main requirements of 

Darcy’s equation. As a result, it is imperative that alternative, more realistic models be 

developed that are capable of capturing such pore-scale effects. The pore network 

modelling approach is one good example.  

 

Accurate implementation of the governing pore level physics into suitably realistic network 

representations of porous media can provide a useful platform for extensive parametric 

studies of many displacement processes in a reservoir engineering context. The focus of the 

present work is an analysis of the effects of pressure variations (viz, depressurisation and 

repressurisation) upon hydrocarbon recovery. It should be noted, however, that the balance 

of forces operating during oil recovery operations both in the field and laboratory can 

depend on a number of factors, including the system size, injection/depletion rates, well 

orientation, and rock/fluid properties. It is therefore fundamental that any network 

simulator attempting to model such displacements should be capable of handling not only 

capillary-dominated, quasi-static displacements, but also viscous- and buoyancy-driven 

dynamic displacement events over a range of different length scales.  

 

In this chapter, details of the process-dependent network model utilised during this research 

will be presented. This represents a significant improvement of an earlier model 

(McDougall and Sorbie, 1999; Bondino et al., 2005) with the inclusion of a suite of 

repressurisation algorithms and dynamic buoyancy-driven meniscus tracking. The different 

modules that describe the model are presented next, beginning with those that are more 
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relevant to pore scale processes and progressing to larger scale dynamic effects associated 

with gravity and viscous forces.   

 

3.2 Code developments 

The pore network simulator described in this work is an extension of the model originally 

developed in the context of reservoir depressurisation by McDougall and co-workers 

(McDougall and Sorbie, 1999; McDougall and Mackay, 1998; Bondino et al., 2005b). The 

porous medium is modelled using a three dimensional network of interconnected pore 

elements. Pore size distributions derived from either mercury intrusion experiments or void 

space image reconstruction (aimed at producing geometrically and topologically equivalent 

networks) are implemented by systematically assigning capillary entry radii to individual 

pore elements. An internally-seeded invasion percolation approach is adapted for modelling 

the advance of gas/liquid interfaces and the consequent displacement of liquid-filled pores 

by evolving gas. Pore-level visual experiments (typically from micro-models) and 

theoretical formulations representing the physical processes provide a foundation for 

multiphase displacement algorithms. The fundamentals of the pore network simulator are 

represented pictorially in Figure 3.1. Firstly, the clustering algorithm implemented in the 

model will be described.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Integration of key information describing the process-based pore network 

simulator 

 

3.2.1 Clustering 

During two and three phase immiscible flow, it is vital that the temporal evolution of 

clusters (i.e. isolated groups of pores containing specific phases) is instantaneously updated 
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using an accurate and efficient algorithm. In the context of depressurisation and 

repressurisation, the accurate implementation of important physics and the accuracy of 

petrophysical predictions, including multiphase diffusion, bubble coalescence, critical gas 

saturation and steady-state relative permeabilities (equals zero prior to formation of a 

sample-spanning cluster), all depend on accurate clustering. The clustering algorithm 

implemented in the model is an extension to 3D systems, of an algorithm originally 

developed for 2D systems by Hoshen and Kopelman (1976).  

 

To proceed, during depressurisation or repressurisation, an algorithm that scans the network 

and assigns a label to each isolated group of pores is essential. The key challenge 

surrounding the process of cluster labelling is described with the aid of Figure 3.2.  This 

figure describes a 2D array of oil-filled and gas-filled pore elements with gas indicated as 

patterned elements. The labelling process involves a systematic pore by pore scan through 

the network. At each pore, all neighbours of the same type should be identified and 

assigned a cluster label (note that each pore element has ten neighbours in 3D cubic 

networks). Referring back to Figure 3.2, the walk through the network commences at X and 

moving horizontally, cluster labels (Iclus(i)) are assigned to all pores connected to the first 

row of nodes or junctions. At the end of the walk through the first row of nodes, three 

distinct gas clusters are identifiable. Progressing in similar fashion through the second row, 

it becomes obvious that cluster 5 is connected to cluster 1 and cluster 6 is connected to 

cluster 2. It only becomes clear during the scanning of the topmost row (at the point 

labelled Y in Figure 3.2) that cluster 2 is also connected to cluster 1, and as a result, the 

process of labelling has to be repeated starting from point X. Even more complicated 

scenarios with enormous computational demand can arise when dealing with 3D systems 

and the need for an algorithm that efficiently performs the process is evident. 

 

An algorithm presented by Hoshen and Kopelman (1976) eliminates the need to repeatedly 

scan the network during cluster labelling. Using Hoshen and Kopelman’s algorithm, the 

labelling process is consistent with that described above until the point Y is reached where 

clusters 1 and 2 join. Their innovative algorithm circumvents a repeat of the whole 

labelling process by using an array of “improper labels”, NP(i) to indicate that clusters 1 
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and 2 have joined. By setting NP (2) = 1, accurate record showing that cluster 2 is 

connected to cluster 1 is maintained. As a result, one a single examination of the network is 

required and the correct labels are updated using NP(i) during a final sweep of the network. 

The network model described in this thesis used a 3D extension of this algorithm.  

 

During depressurisation or repressurisation, an update of clusters of different phases in the 

network must be made following any process that creates, destroys or moves interfaces. 

The efficiency of the clustering algorithm is very important especially during transition to 

buoyancy-driven dispersive flow due to the accompanying increase in the number of 

clusters within the system.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic of the labelling process during clustering in 2D, patterned elements 

represents gas while non-patterned elements represent oil 
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3.2.2 Bubble nucleation 

In porous media, bubble nucleation can occur progressively or instantaneously during 

depressurisation, depending upon a range of system parameters (including interfacial 

tension, the presence of impurities, and the presence of cavities on solid surfaces). Both 

mechanisms are accounted for in the model and the predominant mechanism will depend 

upon the rate at which supersaturation builds up within the system: instantaneous 

nucleation essentially being a very rapid manifestation of progressive behaviour (see 

chapter 2, section 2.2.3 for more detailed discussion of nucleation process). Progressive 

nucleation is implemented here by distributing sites of “increased nucleation potential”, 

which can be thought of as microscopic gas-filled crevices – consequently, each liquid-

filled pore has a crevice of a certain size assigned to it. Bubble nucleation (or crevice 

activation) is assumed to occur when the local supersaturation exceeds the capillary 

threshold of the crevice (following Yortsos and Parlar, 1989). Note that the term “local 

supersaturation” refers to the difference between the actual dissolved gas concentration 

within an oil-filled pore and that expected from equilibrium PVT measurements (the 

systems considered here are seldom in equilibrium, however, except at extremely low 

depletion rates). A crevice of radius w is activated when the inequality defined in equation 

3-1 is satisfied, i.e. when 

 

( ) ( )
w

PKC l

θσ cos2
≥−          (3-1) 

 

where C is the local dissolved gas concentration, Pl the liquid pressure, K the gas 

equilibrium constant, σ the gas/liquid interfacial tension and θ the contact angle. Hence, 

with this nucleation model, crevices with the largest radii should nucleate first. However, 

the number of activated cavities at any stage of depressurisation actually depends not only 

on the crevice size distribution (predefined) but also on the degree of local supersaturation 

(a function of other factors including coordination number, depletion rate, and diffusivity).  

 

In contrast, instantaneous nucleation is implemented by activating a fixed number of 

randomly distributed cavities once a predefined critical supersaturation has been reached. 

Instantaneous nucleation is used to facilitate parametric studies that could otherwise be 
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distorted by additional complications from nucleation effects. That is to say, it is often 

beneficial to interpret the impact of various rock/fluid parameters and depletion protocols 

using a fixed number of initial bubbles without having to account for the effect of new 

bubbles  nucleating throughout a simulation. 

 

3.2.3 Mass diffusion, bubble growth and expansion 

Following nucleation, the concentration of dissolved gas at the gas/liquid interface is 

assumed to immediately reach an equilibrium value determined by the current system 

pressure. This creates a concentration gradient in the system (as liquid-filled pores at a 

distance from the gaseous phase will be effectively supersaturated) and initiates the 

diffusion of dissolved gas towards gas/liquid interfaces. Mass diffusion is implemented in 

the model following Fick’s laws. Consider two neighbouring liquid-filled pores i and j 

(with dissolved gas concentrations Ci and Cj respectively), separated by the distance L, the 

gas flux Jij (mass/time) across pores i and j is modelled according to Fick’s first law: 

 

( )
L

CCD
j

ij

ij

−
−=                           (3-2) 

 

Depending on the orientation of the local concentration gradient (towards or away from the 

pore of interest), positive and negative gas fluxes may exist. Typically, pores have different 

sizes (and hence different cross-sectional areas in contact with neighbours) and diffusion 

occurs across the minimum cross-sectional area between adjacent pores. In addition, the 

interconnectivity of pore network models means that the dissolved gas concentration in a 

given pore is a result of the simultaneous mass transfer across all of the neighbours. 

Knowledge of the mass flux, J, allows the computation of the instantaneous mass of solute 

∆m that is transported into a pore w after time ∆t and is given by equation (3-3): 
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where A is the cross-sectional area, n represents an index running through all perimeter 

liquid-filled neighbours of pore w, Jn the gas flux between pores n and w. Gas concentration 

in pore i is subsequently update using equation (3-4) : 
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where Vi is volume of liquid-filled pore. The diffusion of gas through the liquid phase 

towards gas bubbles means that the dissolved gas concentration should be higher in regions 

far away from the gas/liquid interface. This is reproduced by the model as shown in Figure 

3.3, which depicts dissolved gas concentration contours at different pressures during a 

depletion simulation.  

The early stages of bubble growth involve the expansion of sub-pore bubbles and this stage 

is primarily controlled by diffusivity resulting in an increase in the number of moles nbub in 

each nucleated bubble. Eventually, the host pore is filled by gas and further expansion is 

now controlled by both diffusivity and the entry thresholds of the neighbouring liquid-filled 

pores. The expansion of a gas bubble beyond its host pore requires that the gas-liquid 

capillary pressure (Pg-Pl) exceeds the minimum entry threshold of the neighbouring liquid-

filled pores; otherwise, the gas bubble is “constrained” within the host pore. Continued 

depletion of liquid pressure leads to additional diffusive mass transfer into gas bubbles 

resulting in an increase in gas pressure at fixed volume ─ hence, a constrained bubble will 

eventually become unconstrained as the depletion proceeds. Interface advancement into 

liquid-filled neighbour pore(s) is permitted once the local capillary pressure (Pg-Pl) exceeds 

the minimum entry threshold associated with the perimeter liquid-filled pores, i.e. when: 

 
min

clg PPP >−               (3-5) 
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Figure 3.3. Dissolved gas concentration contours at different pressures during pressure 

depletion; black colour is the gas cluster (80x80x1 nodes) 

 

In the most general case, the right hand side of equation 3-5 should include both local 

viscous pressure gradients and buoyancy pressures and is expressed as: 

 

Pc

min = min
i

∆P i
c ± ∆P i

g ± ∆P i
v( )       (3-6) 

where ∆Pc, ∆Pg and ∆Pv represent local capillary, gravity and viscous components, 

respectively and i is an index running through all perimeter liquid-filled neighbours of each 

of the gas clusters. The signs on the right hand side of equation 3-6 depend on both the 

simulation protocol of interest (orientation of gravity force relative to any external viscous 

gradient) and on the direction of the local viscous pressure field. 

When gravity and viscous forces components are negligible (i.e. for very low depletion 

rates and at early periods of depressurisation when gas cluster heights are small), gas 

expansion in the model follows a pure invasion percolation process with one interface 

advancing at a time. The capillary component of Pc
min

 is simply calculated from the Young-

Laplace equation: 

 

Pc

min = min
i

η
σ

ri

 

 
 

 

 
                         (3-7) 

where σ=gas-oil interfacial tension and η is a shape parameter (= 2 for circular cylindrical 

pore elements).  

 

6292.9Pas : Sg 4.0% 5422.5Pas : Sg 10.2% 4580.5Pas : Sg 29.4% 

Rs 
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With continued depressurisation in large networks, gas cluster sizes can increase to such an 

extent that buoyancy forces become important. In such cases, the minimum capillary entry 

threshold can be perturbed with gas expansion now following a modified form of invasion 

percolation. A range of important phenomena that occur under very strong gravity forces, 

such as bubble mobilisation, fragmentation, liquid-reimbibition and time-dependent 

(partial) pore filling events, have all been implemented in the model (Cf. section 3.2.10). 

This is the first network simulator to implement buoyancy-driven, time-dependent multiple 

pore-filling and it will become evident in Chapter 4 that it is the inclusion of this dynamic 

pore-filling mechanism that provides the missing link for the interpretation of  a wide range 

of flow patterns reported in the literature.  

Clearly, gas evolution during depressurisation involves nucleation of more than one bubble 

and multiple bubble systems have also been considered during the development of this 

model. In multiple bubble systems, bubble coalescence is included, with gas volume and 

molar mass being treated as additive for the purpose of updating the pressure of the new gas 

cluster at that particular time (Figure 3.4). The relative rates of growth of gas bubbles in a 

multiple bubble system depend on several factors including: the position of a bubble in the 

network; the bubble density – which influences competition for available mass; the 

physico-chemical properties of the fluid; the rock properties; and the depressurisation rate.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic describing additive treatment of volume and number of moles after 

coalescence  

 

3.2.4 Updating nodal pressures 

At high depletion rates, viscous pressure gradients can become relatively large (depletion is 

achieved experimentally by fluid withdrawal using laboratory pumps). To simulate very 

n1,v1 n2,v2 

1 
2 3 

coalescence 

n3 = n1+ n2 

v3 = v1+ v2 
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high depressurisation rates, a viscous pressure field must be calculated at each time step 

and this is achieved by solving a set of linear pressure equations using large inlet and low 

outlet pressures at the corresponding boundaries of the system. Recall that in a fully 

connected square (2D) or cubic (3D) network, each pore element uniquely connects two 

nodes. The viscous pressure components of equation 3-6 (the entry pressure equation) are 

derived from nodal pressure values calculated as follows. 

First, a volume-weighted effective viscosity is calculated for each pore element using: 

 

( ) og

eff ff µµµ −+= 1                                                                                               (3-8) 

 

where f
 
is the fractional gas filling of a pore element connecting nodes i and j (f=1 for a 

completely gas filled pore element, f=0 for a completely oil filled pore element), µg the gas 

viscosity, and µo the oil viscosity. The conductivity of the pore element (connecting nodes i 

and j) is calculated assuming Poiseuille flow, viz: 

 

Cij =
π
8

rij
4

µij

effLij

                                                                                                                     (3-9) 

 

and the volume flux qij through the pore element now becomes: 

 

vis

ijijij PCq ∆=                                                                                                        (3-10) 

 

Conservation of mass at node (i) over all connecting pores (j) can be written as: 

 

∑ =
j

ijq 0                                                                                                              (3-11) 

 

which, in terms of conductivities and nodal pressures, becomes: 

Cij pij

vis = 0
j

∑                                                                                                      (3-12) 
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By considering equation 3-12 at every node across the entire network, a set of linear 

pressure equations emerges, the solution to which gives the pressure at each node. 3.10 can 

subsequently be used to determine the flow within each pore element. 

3.2.5 Calculation of free gas mass available for diffusion 

When dealing with depressurisation only, the calculation of available free gas at any given 

instant is relatively straightforward and simply involves incrementing the current mass of 

dissolved gas available in locally supersaturated oil for transport via diffusion through the 

use of equilibrium PVT data (Figure 3.5).  Supersaturation is defined here as the difference 

between average dissolved gas concentration in the network at a specific pressure and an 

experimentally measured equilibrium value Rs (reported in units of kg/m
3
 or psi in this 

thesis). 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Schematic showing the stepping of available mass for diffusion into bubbles 

during depressurisation (∆m1 and ∆m2 indicate maximum mass of dissolved component 

that can diffuse at pressures P1 and P2 respectively, Voil=oil volume) 

 

 

During depressurisation, the resulting supersaturation plots and production data appeared 

satisfactory and any modelling approximations affected all simulations in the same way — 

the only minor issue emerging from simulations was an occasional increase in 

supersaturation at low pressures in cases where high bubble densities had been produced 

during nucleation.  This was thought to have been caused by the discrete nature of the 
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model, whereby a large pressure step could produce a large increment in gas saturation, 

leading to errors in the calculation of local dissolved gas concentrations (Figure 3.6).  

     

Figure 3.6: Dissolved gas concentration contours highlighting the observation that 

concentration contours lag the growth of gas clusters when taking large pressure steps (see 

circled area) 

 

 

This was resolved by repartitioning dissolved gas into all oil-filled pores at the end of each 

growth phase (see section 3.2.8 below for more detail), thereby accounting for the fact that 

the dissolved gas concentration in exiting oil may not necessarily be the same as that of the 

oil displaced locally by gas.  However, when considering repressurisation after depletion, 

the behaviour of the system depends crucially upon how repartition was carried out during 

depletion (and secondary depletion even more so). It transpired that, although plots of 

supersaturation and hydrocarbon production again seemed entirely reasonable, a 

discrepancy appeared in the calculation of available gas mass.   
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Figure 3.7: (a) Average supersaturation versus pressure; (b) Mass available for diffusion 

into bubbles. Depletion/repressurisation/secondary depletion rates = (10,10,10) psi/day. 

[DPI and DPII = primary and secondary depletion respectively, RP=repressurisation]. 
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Figure 3.7(a) shows a plot of supersaturation vs. pressure for the case of a single bubble 

nucleated in an 80x80 network undergoing a depressurisation-repressurisation-

depressurisation cycle.  This plot appears reasonable, with supersaturation rising initially, 

and then falling as the gas structure grows and diffusion distances to the bubble decrease. 

Supersaturation continues to decrease during repressurisation (to be discussed in more 

detail later) and crosses the pressure axis at 564psia. At this pressure, it may be thought that 

the total dissolved gas mass in the system should be the same as that predicted by PVT. If 

this were the case, then shutting in the system at this point should yield no additional free 

gas and the total amount of gas available for diffusion into the gas structure should also 

consequently approach zero at 564psia.  Figure 3.7(b) shows that this is not the case, 

however — zero available gas mass is predicted to occur at 494psia and so the use of 

equilibrium PVT for the calculation of available free gas is actually incompatible with the 

processes simulated here. This is due to the fact that the depletion process is non-

conservative in the network model (mass is constantly leaving the system via production), 

and so the equilibrium oil composition is varying with time. Hence, the only accurate way 

of calculating the available gas mass at each pressure step is to tie it explicitly to oil 

concentration data within the system.  It will be shown later that this approach solves the 

problem completely and allows greater confidence to be put into subsequent predictions. 

 

3.2.6 Process-dependent supersaturation calculation   

At the beginning of repressurisation, gradients in dissolved gas concentration tend to slope 

towards the gas structures that have evolved during depletion as shown in Figure 3.8.    

 

    

End of DPI (Prep)          Prep +∆P                   Prep + 4∆P 

Figure 3.8: Dissolved gas concentration contours at different pressures during 

repressurisation. Mass is still diffusing into the gas cluster during repressurisation 
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Consequently, low-rate repressurisation can surprisingly be characterised by an increase in 

gas saturation initially, as these concentration gradients require time to flatten and reverse 

their orientation away from the bubbles (which are assumed to have equilibrium dissolved 

gas concentration at their surface at all times). So, when considering repressurisation, the 

way in which available gas is calculated (and, more importantly, the direction in which it 

can diffuse) depends crucially upon whether or not the system is, on average, 

supersaturated or undersaturated (Figure 3.9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Average and equilibrium concentration vs. pressure, the arrows highlight the 

first steps in pressure during repressurisation 

 

The position of the average concentration with respect to the equilibrium line is critical to 

the accurate calculation of mass available for diffusion into the oil during repressurisation.  

If the system is at Pa at the end of depressurisation, then the first stage of repressurisation 

decreases the amount of available free gas. Conversely, if the system is at Pc (i.e. close to 

equilibrium), then the first repressurisation step leads to an increase in the amount of 

available free gas. Similarly, care must be taken when calculating the available gas mass 

during secondary depletion, as the system could still be in an undersaturated state post-

repressurisation. So, simply incrementing the current value of available gas mass in line 

with equilibrium Rs data would lead to inaccurate supersaturation and recovery calculations 

— the whereabouts of the dissolved gas concentration in relation to the equilibrium PVT 

line of the system (i.e. above or below) must be taken into account. In practical terms, these 

difficulties have been addressed by considering absolute variations from equilibrium Rs 

data and this approach has been implemented in the latest version of the simulator. Great 
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care must be exercised, however, at the point where the system crosses the equilibrium 

PVT line. 

3.2.7 Re-nucleation   

When dealing with secondary depletion, it was decided that the distribution of nucleation 

potential should remain the same as that used for the primary depletion. However, this 

raised some programming issues, as nucleated pores had been assigned a “nucleated” 

Boolean label after primary depletion that precluded them from nucleation at later times. It 

will be shown later that it is quite possible for a nucleated cluster to disappear altogether at 

a relatively low pressure during repressurisation due to the non-reversible nature of the 

depletion process itself.  Consequently, new coding was required to enable cavities that 

became oil-filled after repressurisation to nucleate again during secondary depletion.  In 

addition, sub-pore bubbles after repressurisation required relabelling to enable them to 

grow when pressure was reduced once more. 

 

3.2.8 Gas repartition   

It has already been mentioned that the way in which dissolved gas concentrations are 

assigned to oil-filled pores during depressurisation plays a crucial role in determining the 

available gas mass at each depletion step. Examining this issue more closely, consider 

Figure 3.6 once again.  When a gas structure grows in such a way, the gas is actually 

displacing low Rs neighbouring oil towards the exit of the system. This low Rs oil displaces 

oil at a slightly higher Rs, and this oil in turn displaces oil that is at an even higher Rs. The 

oil that actually leaves the network in this case could be highly supersaturated. However, 

the discrete nature of the model means that gas replaces oil locally and initially ignored the 

fact that there existed a “chain reaction” of oil-oil displacements. In earlier work, this was 

handled by simply using a correction factor at the end of each pressure step. This was 

calculated from the difference between the mass of the dissolved gas overwritten by the 

growing bubble and the mass associated with the same volume of oil at a network average 

dissolved concentration. All oil-filled pores were then relieved of their excess dissolved gas 

mass via volumetric weighting of the disparity.  Unfortunately, when assessing this 

approach during repressurisation and secondary depletion simulations, it was found that a 
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more rigorous model was required.  This is clear from the discussion presented in section 

3.2.5 and 3.2.6, which highlights the importance of determining the saturation-dependent 

equilibrium composition of the resident oil as accurately as possible. 

 

In order to address this, the latest model modifies the previous approach somewhat. Instead 

of repartitioning after every pressure step, repartition is done after every pore-filling event. 

Moreover, instead of using the network average Rs in calculations, the average Rs of the 

outlet pores only is used. Hence, during the early stages of depletion, when highly 

supersaturated oil exits the network, a larger repartition takes place, in line with the 

physical process actually taking place.   

 

Repartition during depletion is one issue that has had to be handled with great care.  Other 

issues relate to the re-imbibition of oil during repressurisation — for example, (i) which 

pores reimbibe oil? (ii) what is the dissolved gas concentration of the oil that enters the 

system from outside the pore network? and (iii) is repartition also required in this context?   

 

So, which pores reimbibe oil? Two different reimbibition scenarios are considered in the 

model, depending upon whether the network is assumed to be “consolidated” or 

“unconsolidated”.  The former is used as a cipher for large pore-to-throat size ratios, whilst 

the latter is used to describe small ratios.  The degree of consolidation is assumed to affect 

the way in which oil reimbibes during repressurisation in the model. In consolidated 

networks, gas structures are broken up via oil snap-off (Pc=σgocosθ/rpore) in pores having the 

highest capillary entry pressure wherever such pores reside within the bubble (if such a 

pore is in contact with untrapped oil). Bubbles in unconsolidated networks, however, are 

allowed to regress initially by pistonlike oil imbibition into external structures 

(Pc=2σgocosθ/rpore) before snap-off occurs within the gas structures themselves. The 

physical reason for preferential snap-off in consolidated media is the fact that some 

perturbation is required within an oil film to enable it to swell through variations in 

capillary pressure along its length — in pore systems with large pore-to-throat size ratios, 

this perturbation is supplied through a steeply sloping pore geometry. 
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Returning to points (ii) and (iii) above, a decision is required as to what dissolved gas 

concentration should be assumed to enter the network during repressurisation. Should this 

be equilibrium Rs (as may be pertinent to a core experiment) or should some average value 

be considered?  After several trials, it was decided to assume that the oil entering the 

system through the outer columns of the network had a dissolved gas concentration equal to 

the network average (simulating the fact that the network represents only a small volume of 

rock and is, in reality, surrounded on all sides by similar networks).  The Rs assigned to the 

newly imbibed pore was set to the average of its oil-filled neighbours, and repartition of the 

difference between the replaced mass and that assumed to have entered from the edges of 

the network was performed after every reimbibition event. 

3.2.9 Buoyancy-destabilised growth during depressurisation   

Far away from a wellbore or at very low depressurisation rates, the viscous pressure 

gradient can be considered negligible and gas evolution is dictated by a competition 

between capillary and gravity forces. With increasing magnitude of gravitational forces (i.e. 

as gas cluster height increases), the minimum capillary entry threshold can be perturbed via 

the relation: 

 

Pc

min = min
i

2σ

rij
− ∆ρlgHi

 

 
  

 

 
  
            (3-13) 

 

where 
lρ∆  is the density difference between liquid and gas, rij is the capillary entry radius of 

a perimeter pore connecting nodes i and j, g is gravitational constant, and i is an index 

running across all liquid-filled perimeter pores surrounding the gas cluster under 

consideration. Hi is the height of a liquid-filled perimeter pore above the bottom of the 

network (Tsimpanogiannis and Yortsos, 2004; Birovljev et al., 1995) – (the bottom of the 

network is assumed to be at the current system reference pressure), and σ is the gas-liquid 

interfacial tension. All other parameter being constant, gas bubbles nucleated at higher 

vertical elevations may be expected to expand more readily into liquid-filled pores due to 

the decreasing hydrostatic liquid pressure (increasing capillary pressure) towards the top of 

the system. Unlike capillary dominated growth (invasion percolation without buoyancy or 

viscous forces), a gas/liquid interface does not now simply invade the perimeter pore with 
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largest radius when gravity forces are acting ─ it is possible for a smaller pore to be 

invaded ahead of a larger pore or for several pores to be invaded simultaneously when 

gravity is operating. The latter case can occur during buoyancy-driven bubble 

migration/mobilisation and is discussed section 3.2.10. 

 

In view of the foregoing discussions, it is clear that the local growth rate and growth pattern 

of an evolving gas cluster depends not only upon a wide range of rock and fluid properties 

but also upon the nucleation position of that cluster relative to the base of the system. Oil 

hydrostatic pressure increases towards the bottom of the network and if one considers a 

scenario whereby two bubbles are nucleated ─ one closer to the bottom than the other ─ 

then the bubble closer to the top has a smaller oil hydrostatic force opposing the capillary 

forces and upward growth of gas.  Consider two gas/oil interfaces that are part of two equal 

sized gas bubbles separated by the distance ∆Z =ZB-ZA. As a result of the difference in oil 

head above each gas/oil interface, growth rate and growth pattern may differ locally with 

interface 1 in cluster A having less oil head pressure to overcome compared with the 

equivalent interface in cluster B.  

 

 

Figure 3.10: Schematic highlighting the influence of buoyancy and bubble location relative 

to network top on gas growth rate and pattern 

 

Therefore this upper bubble (cluster A) could be expected to display an exaggerated 

vertical growth bias. Whilst such an effect may not be clearly evident in micro scale (~1cm) 

simulations, it could have a marked effect on gas evolution patterns for macro scale 
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simulations (as we shall see later). Furthermore, other factors such as interfacial tension 

would affect the scale at which local variation in growth patterns become significant. To 

highlight this effect, a 10cm, 2D, fully connected network model with the lower 5cm of the 

network comprising an exact copy of the upper 5cm was designed  (Figure 3.11). The 

network was duplicated to ensure that bubble nucleation position and the spatial 

distribution of pore radii were identical for both bubbles. Hence, any difference in growth 

pattern can be attributed to hydrostatic gradient alone. Following depletion carried out at a 

rate of 5psi/day, clear differences in growth pattern can be observed after Pb-P=175psi 

(Pb=bubble point pressure). The gas bubble closer to the top of the system has a smaller 

hydrostatic oil head to overcome and as a consequence becomes affected by gravitational 

forces more readily than the bubble in the lower part of the network.  

 

                                  (a)       (b)        (c) 

Figure 3.11: Network simulation (GOIFT=3mN/m; Rm=2.9µm, Rm=39.9µm) elucidating 

the localised buoyancy effect on bubble growth rates after Pb-P =45psi (a); Pb-P = 175psi 

(b) and Pb-P= 205psi (c) - lower network is a mirror image of upper network. (2D 10cm x 

2.5cm network, z=4).  Viscous force is ignored 

 

 

 

3.2.10 Buoyancy-driven cluster mobilisation including multiple pore-filling   

Buoyancy-driven mobilisation occurs when local capillary forces are spontaneously 

overcome by buoyancy. Visual experimental studies in the literature (Wagner et al., 1997; 

Birovljev et al., 1995) show that buoyancy-induced mobilisation of gas bubbles in porous 

media involves a series of drainage events, imbibition events, and the possible 

fragmentation of gas clusters. Buoyancy-driven spontaneous gas cluster mobilisation can be 

5cm 

5cm 

g 
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accompanied by pistontype or snap-off type oil re-imbibition, Figure 3.12. The arrows 

indicate positions where oil re-imbibition occurred.  

 

 

Figure 3.12. Schematic showing that buoyancy-driven bubble migration can be 

accompanied by pistontype or snap-off type oil re-imbibition (adapted from Mumford et al., 

2009) 

 
 

A gravitationally stable gas cluster grows by invading the perimeter liquid pore 

characterised by the minimum entry threshold defined in equation (3-13). However, the 

onset of gravitational migration (mobilisation) occurs when: 
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where Bo is the local Bond number that quantifies the relative importance of gravity 

(buoyancy) and capillarity (note that BO increases towards the top of a gas cluster). The net 

driving pressure for meniscus movement into a liquid filled perimeter pore in the presence 

of gravity ∆Pi
MIG

 is calculated for each (un-trapped) liquid-filled pore that has a mobile gas-

filled pore as a neighbour according to: 

 

∆Pi

MIG =
2σ

rij
− ∆ρghi

                      (3-15) 

 

where hi is the height of the liquid-filled perimeter pore above the bottom of the gas cluster 

being considered and other variables are as defined previously. Note that height of a pore 

above the base of the model affects the net capillary entry pressure, whereas the buoyancy 

Pistontype 

Snap-off 
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force acting on a bubble once it is mobile depends upon the local bubble height. The 

current model now allows for the simultaneous mobilisation of all gas/liquid interfaces that 

satisfy the mobilisation condition. Several migration events may be possible during a 

depletion-step. The first liquid-filled pore to fill is identified based on the minimum filling 

time, tmin. Migration events are accompanied by simultaneous liquid re-imbibition and the 

possible fragmentation of gas clusters. A stepwise description of the dynamic migration 

algorithm following each pressure simulation timestep step is presented below; 

 

Step1 

Calculate the buoyancy perturbation to be assigned to each liquid filled perimeter pore (j); 

∆ρghi. The value of hi depends on the height of the gas pore relative to the bottom of its 

host cluster. 

 

Step2 

Identify all liquid-filled pores that are not trapped (i.e. surrounded by gas) and have a gas-

pore neighbour and a Pc
min<0. 

 

Step3 

For each liquid pore identified in step2, assign a net driving pressure calculated as: 

 

∆Pi

MIG =
2σ
rij

− ∆ρghi
           (3-16) 

 

where i is the liquid-filled pore neighbour of the gas-filled pore, j.  

 

Step4 

Find the first pore to fill based on the minimum filling time, tmin. The filling time is the time 

it takes for a gas bubble advancing at a pore-level velocity v to complete the filling of a 

pore of total length, Lij containing a gas/liquid meniscus at a normalised position fij along 

the pore (initially, all pores are liquid-filled, and so  fij=0 for all pores). That is to say, find: 
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tmin = MIN tij{ }= MIN
Lij

v ij

1− f ij( )
 
 
 

 
 
 

 where v ij = −
g ij * ∆Pi

MIG

A

 
 
 

                         (3-17) 

where gij
 is the pore conductance and A is the pore body cross-sectional area. Note that 

meniscus velocity depends upon the buoyancy pressure gradient across a gas cluster of a 

given height. . 

 

Step5 

Invade the liquid pore identified in Step 4 with gas and set its meniscus position, fij=1.0 

 

Step6 

Following the invasion of the relevant liquid pore in step 5, all other perimeter gas/liquid 

interfaces are advanced and the meniscus position updated via; 

 

f ij
new = f ij

old +
tmin

tij
1− f ij

old( )                   (3-18) 

 

Step7 

Re-imbibe gas-filled pores with liquid. The liquid re-imbibition process is modelled here 

following Lenormand and Zarcone (1984; 1983) and is governed by local cluster topology 

and local capillary pressure with gas preferentially retreating from pores characterised by 

the highest local capillary entry pressure. Pistonlike retraction of the nonwetting gas phase 

is assumed to occur in “dangling” gas-filled pores where the capillary pressure is given by 

Pce
pistonlike

=2*Pce
snap-off

, thus dangling gas-filled pores are more likely to be re-imbibed by 

pistonlike displacement before snap-off can occur (although this actually depends upon the 

variance of the pore size distribution, as will be shown later). In addition, a gravity term is 

included in the threshold condition for liquid re-imbibition, as capillary pressure (Pg-Pl) is 

lowest at the bottom of a gas cluster (and so liquid is more likely to reimbibe here all other 

things being equal ─ this is the corollary of the discussion presented earlier for drainage 

(relating to gas invasion). 
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Step8 

Redo fluid clustering and update total migration time thus far. Repeat steps 1 to 8 until the 

total migration time (T) equals the simulation timestep or until all Pij
MIG 

≥ 0. 

 

Step9 

At this stage, migration events stop and the next simulation time step is taken.  

 

The algorithm described above thus allows for time-dependent interface advance and 

multiple pore-filling events during gravitational migration. Network simulations have been 

carried out using the new algorithm for both depressurisation with mass diffusion and 

injection of gas into a dead-liquid-saturated network. 

3.2.11 Discretisation at high rates   

The final issue to be resolved in the model was how best to discretise simulations carried 

out at high depletion rates (of the order 100psi/day). This is especially important in the 

context of progressive nucleation (where potential nucleation sites are activated as a 

function of local supersaturation) but can also affect simulations involving low bubble 

densities.  Figure 3.13 shows a comparison between 2 depressurisation simulations carried 

out at 100psi/day with a single nucleated bubble.  One case discretised the process in steps 

of 100psi, whilst the other used a finer resolution, dividing each 100psi into 10 smaller 

steps lasting 1/10
th

 of a day.  The result is that the finer resolution predicts a higher gas 

saturation at every pressure, due to the fact that gas-oil interfaces are created during each 

100psi decline in pressure instead of only at the end of each step. This allows additional 

(and more realistic) mass transfer at the finer resolution. Consequently, unless otherwise 

stated, finer resolution (with each step lasting 1/10
th

 of a day) was used to model high rate 

simulations presented in this thesis.  
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Figure 3.13: Comparing the gas saturation buildup between single pressure step and 

discretised pressure steps 

 

3.3 Summary 

This chapter has presented the background philosophy and formulations that constitute the 

pore network model developed in this work, with a particular focus on new algorithms that 

have significantly enhanced the capability of the simulator. Firstly, the motivation for using 

the network modelling approach itself was highlighted and this was followed by a 

description of a number of computational algorithms that capture the physics relevant to 

depressurisation and repressurisation procedures. A discussion of important model 

modifications, including process-dependent calculation of supersaturation, bubble re-

nucleation, and gas repartition subsequently followed. A description of gravity-unstable gas 

flow modules including buoyancy-driven spontaneous migration was then presented and 

the final section described an evaluation of the effects of discretisation at high depletion 

rates. Having described the modelling framework in some detail, attention now turns to its 

application to depressurisation experiments. 

 


